Are You Ready For the Data Era?

It’s Time to Forge Ahead with SAP

Modernize IT, from edge to core to cloud, so you can run SAP intelligent solutions. Dell Technologies is ready to help you develop a cloud-smart strategy for SAP. And turn data insights into action — across the business.

How Do You Get There?

**Operations Smart**
Automate delivery and lifecycle management of IT resources
- Get the maximum efficiency from IT workflows, better productivity from work
- Maintain control while eliminating complexity and risk with hyperconverged and converged infrastructure
- Deliver “everything as a service” across cloud — private, public, and the edge

**Cloud Smart**
Provide consistent solutions for placing and protecting landscapes
- Adopt cloud as an operating model and not as a destination
- Make your multi-cloud environment easier to manage with Dell Technologies Cloud
- Deliver “everything as a service” across clouds — private, public, and the edge

**Data Smart**
Build a data fabric universe to connect information silos, increase visibility
- Realize new business value from data — no matter where it’s generated or stored
- Get better control of data from all sources — to achieve faster insights with scalable AI and data analytics solutions
- Unify data across silos of type — IoT, big data, or operational data from SAP HANA

**SAP + Dell Technologies**

**REIMAGINE BUSINESS OPERATIONS**

**PARTNER WITH DELL TECHNOLOGIES**

**EMBRACE A CLOUD-SMART STRATEGY**

**BECOME A DATA-SMART ENTERPRISE**

**HYBRID CLOUD OPERATING MODEL**

**SCALABLE FOUNDATION, EDGE TO CORE**

**Are You Ready For the Data Era?**

**How Do You Get There?**

1. **Operations Smart**
Automatic delivery and lifecycle management of IT resources
- Get the maximum efficiency from IT workflows, better productivity from work
- Maintain control while eliminating complexity and risk with hyperconverged and converged infrastructure
- Deliver “everything as a service” across cloud — private, public, and the edge

2. **Cloud Smart**
Provide consistent solutions for placing and protecting landscapes
- Adopt cloud as an operating model and not as a destination
- Make your multi-cloud environment easier to manage with Dell Technologies Cloud
- Deliver “everything as a service” across clouds — private, public, and the edge

3. **Data Smart**
Build a data fabric universe to connect information silos, increase visibility
- Realize new business value from data — no matter where it’s generated or stored
- Get better control of data from all sources — to achieve faster insights with scalable AI and data analytics solutions
- Unify data across silos of type — IoT, big data, or operational data from SAP HANA